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basic informationbasic information

place:Kokugakuinplace:Kokugakuin Univ.KugayamaUniv.Kugayama Junior/SeniorJunior/Senior
High School (High School (SuginamikuSuginamiku, Tokyo), Tokyo)
frequency: 3 times in one year *special session frequency: 3 times in one year *special session 
started Aug, 2015started Aug, 2015
teacher:anteacher:an American professional of mathAmerican professional of math
text :text :””THE SHINTHE SHIN--CHUCHU--MONMON”” 77thth/8/8thth/9/9thth

students:fromstudents:from 77thth to 11to 11thth free to take sessions   free to take sessions   
number of participants:av70number of participants:av70--80 max 22080 max 220
duration:2hours one session or 2sessionsduration:2hours one session or 2sessions
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aim of the sessionaim of the session

short term short term 

math =fun math =fun ☺☺

long termlong term
☆☆understand understand ““functionfunction”” wellwell
☆☆do math discussion in Englishdo math discussion in English
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Activate students first !



constructed ground ruleconstructed ground rule

speak loudlyspeak loudly

make many mistakes make many mistakes 
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an example of lessonan example of lesson
①①LOTS LOTS ⇒⇒ ②②HOTSHOTS

warm up activity warm up activity LL

watch lesson video about key topicswatch lesson video about key topics LL

drill down pair work  drill down pair work  HH

explain way to solve explain way to solve HH

summary summary HH

fill in each reflection sheetfill in each reflection sheet HH
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Why intercultural competence?Why intercultural competence?

arouse curiosity to languagearouse curiosity to language

notice difference of culturenotice difference of culture

lead to motivation to study abroadlead to motivation to study abroad

88
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How many triangles ?
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pair work timepair work time

select any number (any digits)select any number (any digits)

add 5add 5

multiply by 2multiply by 2

add 4add 4

divide by 2divide by 2

subtract the number at first chosensubtract the number at first chosen

What is the answer?What is the answer?
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math and English=good match?math and English=good match?

““squaresquare”” ①①shape of a figure shape of a figure 

②②the second power   the second power   

(ex) 3^2=9 (ex) 3^2=9 

““translationtranslation””
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CLIL + active learningCLIL + active learning ==！！
Active lesson is well understandable and it keeps Active lesson is well understandable and it keeps 
motivation to study at higher level.motivation to study at higher level.
= Scaffolding can be implemented automatically.= Scaffolding can be implemented automatically.
What is the elements of  anWhat is the elements of  an““ active lessonactive lesson””??

* cheerful/bright character of teachers* cheerful/bright character of teachers
* begin with some warm up tasks* begin with some warm up tasks
* do not be nervous about errors and use many     * do not be nervous about errors and use many     

praising phrasespraising phrases
* not particular students but almost all can * not particular students but almost all can 

participate in every taskparticipate in every task
* content itself is interesting* content itself is interesting
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a hypothesisa hypothesis

Academic
Development

Curiosity
(Content,
Teacher)

Peer
(Communication,

Community)

Self-esteem
(Cognition,
Language)
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solving a problem of statistics
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220students in one session
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f(n)=n(n+1)/2
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comment by student (7comment by student (7thth grade)grade)
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comment by student(8comment by student(8thth grade)grade)
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ratio of fun wordsratio of fun words

Math in English students` fun words number June 2nd 2016

participants fun words (very fun) ave/person

7th 44 80 32 1.82

8th 53 53 30 1.00

9th 30 21 7 0.70

10th 27 25 10 0.93

11th 66 63 36 0.95

total 220 242 115 1.10



What will contribute to success?What will contribute to success?

strong leadership by the principalstrong leadership by the principal

devotion by Japanese teachersdevotion by Japanese teachers

preparation to implementationpreparation to implementation

and follow upand follow up

cheerful/bright character of                cheerful/bright character of                

math teachermath teacher
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Finally , Finally , 
3questions by Tolstoy3questions by Tolstoy

①① When is the right time?When is the right time?

②② Who are the right people?Who are the right people?

③③ What is the most important thing?What is the most important thing?

Thank youThank you


